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INTRODUCTION 
 
When I began my insurance career, I began with Insurance Services Office, with ISO, as a 
field rep. I spent every day inspecting buildings and applying everything that we're going 
to be talking about here. 

It was a great way to begin an insurance career. I learned a lot. I saw a lot of cool stuff, 
and I saw a lot of code that was different – things most people don't get to see unless 
you're in a particular industry. It gave me a good idea of what risk existed. 

When I got to the agency side of the business and to the teaching side of the business, it 
gave me a good foundation and allowed me to learn this stuff so I could pass it along to 
you. So let's get right into COPE underwriting. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF COPE 
The modern property policy that we're dealing with today can pretty much be traced 
back to just after the great fire of London in 1666. That fire destroyed the "old part of 
London" built by the Romans. 

By all accounts, it destroyed more than 13,000 homes and 87 churches and didn't even 
mention the businesses that were destroyed. We've got roughly 13,000 homes, 87 
churches, and however many businesses were destroyed. Obviously, there were a lot of 
people who were homeless and living on the street. 

To compound the tragedy, there was no means for the homeowners to finance the 
rebuilding of their houses because there wasn't an insurance mechanism like we have 
today, and this is one of the reasons why the modern property policy was developed. 

A group of businesspeople who saw a need and an opportunity to develop an insurance 
mechanism to insure for these property lawsuits got together and formed “The Insurance 
Office” for houses. The company actually predates Lloyd's but ceased to exist in the early 
18th century. 

Initially, the policies were called fire policies because that's pretty much all they covered 
– fire loses – which is a far cry from what we call all risk. What the original property 
policies covered and what they covered now is vastly different. 

However, even with these vast differences, property underwriters from the very 
beginning used the same information that they use today to evaluate a risk – COPE or 
construction, occupancy, protection, and exposure. 
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COPE underwriting has been used for the last 400 years to write property insurance. 
We're going to delve into each one of these underwriting concerns, these property 
underwriting considerations, so let’s get into construction. 

C: CONSTRUCTION 
Construction itself has three subparts: 

1. Building or construction materials 

2. Square footage, and 

3. Age. 

We're going to spend most of our time discussing building and construction materials 
because if we understand these, it will help us to properly classify and develop a 
construction class for the building. It will also allow us to properly advise our insureds on 
how to avoid problems. 

We’ll also detail how our insureds are going to be their own worst enemy in relation to 
property conditions. We’ll go over things they do to buildings and how what they do  
can hurt them from a premium standpoint or even an eligibility standpoint in same cases. 

If we understand how construction materials play in the COPE equation, we can better 
explain to our insureds how they are actually hurting themselves by their business 
practices. 

One more reason why we're going to spend so much time on building and construction 
materials is because these components affect nearly every other aspect of COPE. It might 
even, in building construction materials, affect a final underwriting decision. 

Construction materials, in the entirety of COPE, just might be the most important part of 
COPE underwriting. 

Let's jump into our discussion of building materials and their importance in the COPE 
analysis. 

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
ISO assigns a building’s construction class based on the combustibility and damageability 
of a building's materials when they're used to construct the major structural features. 
When we talk about combustibility and damageability, we're obviously somewhat 
focusing on the loss caused by fire. 
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ISO assigns a building class based on the damageability and combustibility of major 
structural features. The major structural features that we're going to be looking at are 
the exterior loadbearing walls, the roof, and the floors. 

What we'll see with the roof and the floors is that, those two components will be 
combined into one feature. Let me repeat – we’re looking at exterior loadbearing walls, 
roofs, and floors, and roofs and floors get combined. I'll mention that a couple more 
times as we go through this, but let's now look at each one of these structural features. 

PRIMARY & SECONDARY STRUCTURAL FEATURES 
Our primary structural feature is the walls. One of the things I want to mention before we 
get too deep into discussing our major structural features is that we're not going to go 
into all of the rules that affect the classification of all these materials. What follows is 
going to be more of a general discussion or guideline, but it's still going to give you plenty 
of useful information you can apply. Again, we're not going to go into every single aspect 
of all the rules that ISO has published for this, but, for the most part, you'll have exactly 
what you need to properly classify a building. 

We're looking at primary structural feature of walls and the key word here is "primary." 
We'll review secondary in a moment, but our primary structural feature is walls, 
specifically exterior loadbearing walls. Key term, loadbearing – in other words, what is 
providing the support for the floors and the roof; what is providing the support; and what 
is bearing the load? 

We're concerned here about the exterior loadbearing walls – I repeat, walls. A whole load 
of glass is just a façade because glass doesn't hold up anything. Glass is not a primary 
structural feature. Wood panels within brick columns are not structural features and 
neither is a layer of bricks over wood studs. The bricks are not bearing up any load; the 
bricks are simply a façade. 

What we're concerned about when looking at a building when we’re developing a 
construction class is what is providing the support. What's holding up the roof? What's 
holding up the floors? That's what we're concerned about when we're talking about the 
primary structural feature of walls. 

Essentially, there are four major types of walls or primary structural feature materials: 

1. Masonry 
2. Fire resistive/modified fire resistive 
3. Non-masonry/non-fire resistive 
4. Combustible 
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Masonry 

Masonry is brick and block. But just to reiterate, masonry is only classified as a primary 
structural material if this masonry material is what's actually holding up the roof and the 
floors. Generally, you won't see regular brick like we see on a house providing any 
support for anything because it's not strong enough. You might see brick on top of block 
or you might see larger bricks that are more substantial. So we have masonry materials 
that are holding up the floors and roof. 

Fire Resistive/Modified Fire Resistive 

Next is fire resistive and modified fire resistive material supports that you see on your 
loadbearing walls. This can be solid masonry but not brick and block masonry because 
brick and block masonry has airholes or air spaces in them. When we're talking about fire 
resistive and modified fire resistive, we're talking about solid masonry. No space, no 
holes, no air in between. 

And we can have concrete, what's called a tilt-up building. In tilt-up building construction, 
a large slab of concrete is laid on the ground and tilted up into place, hence the name 
tilt-up building. 

So we could have solid masonry, concrete such as a tilt-up type building, or we could 
have a metal and steel I-beam type construction that has a sprayed-on cementitious 
mixture. Here’s an example… 

 

Sounds odd but you can have a steel I-beam that is be considered fire resistive or 
modified fire resistive depending upon the specifics of the situation if it has a sprayed-on 
cementitious mixture like shotcrete or gunite. But the requirement for an I-beam type 
construction to get a fire resistive or modified fire resistive rating when it has a 
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sprayed-on cementitious mixture is that the entire structural feature – the entire 
exposed area – must be covered. 

I say the entire feature and I mean the entire I-beam from bottom to top. Nothing can be 
left uncovered. It must be completely protected by that sprayed-on cementitious mixture 
to garner a classification of fire resistive or modified fire resistive. 

I inspected a building that had the sprayed-on cementitious mixture, but they stopped 
two feet short of the roof. To this day, I still don't know why. They spent all that time and 
invested all that money to spray on this cementitious mixture to make it a fire resistive or 
modified fire resistive building but stopped two feet shy of the roof and that, as you just 
saw, does not meet the requirements. The sprayed-on cementitious mixture must cover 
the entire feature. 

Non-Masonry/Non-Fire Resistive 

So now we’ve covered masonry and fire resistive/modified fire resistive which leads us to 
non-masonry/non-fire resistive. We'll define combustible in a minute but basically non-
masonry/non-fire resistive is an all-metal building or in other words, a noncombustible 
building. So now we have masonry, fire resistive/modified fire resistive, and 
non-masonry/non-fire resistive or non-combustible. 

Combustible 

Our fourth classification is combustible, and combustible has a definition that goes with 
it. What makes something combustible? What makes a material combustible as it relates 
to these rules? Combustible means the material has a flame spread rating of 25 or 
greater. Don't get too caught up in that. We'll talk about some building materials that 
meet that definition, but for now, just understand that combustible is a defined term. 

When we talk about combustible walls – and we’ll soon discuss combustible floors and 
roofs – we're also talking about combustible assemblies. 

We'll detail “assemblies” in a couple of examples, but for now, just know that an 
assembly is a feature made up of several parts. A combustible assembly means that one 
of those parts is combustible. 

As we’ve just reviewed, our primary structural feature – walls – can be classified into four 
types: masonry, fire resistive/modified fire resistive, non-masonry/non-fire resistive or 
noncombustible, and combustible. 

Next we have our secondary structural features which are floors and roof, and remember 
that floors and roof combine into one feature. 
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Keep this in mind, though, that when we're considering the floors and the roof in the 
development of a construction class, we do not consider the lowest floor on the ground. 
If it is in contact with the ground, you do not consider it as part of the construction class. 

Depending on the construction of that particular part on the ground, you might want to 
consider it from an underwriting standpoint, but it doesn't go into the actual 
classification of the building. 

Basically, the way you want to look at it is, in order to use a floor as a ratable or 
construction class element, you pretty much have to be able to stand on it, stand under 
it, or lie under it. 

In some way, it is not in contact with the ground. If it is not in contact with the ground, 
then you use it when you're developing what the building’s construction class. If it's in 
contact with the ground, it is not used. 

Please keep that in mind as we talk about floors and roof as secondary structural 
features. Remember, the primary structural feature is the walls. The secondary structural 
feature is a combination of floors and roof. 

Basically, we're looking at the same type of materials as we discussed for the walls. We 
could have a concrete type roof or a fire resistive and modified fire-resistive roof. 

Again, going back to that sprayed-on cementitious mixture, it’s the same requirement as 
we had for the walls. If you're going to have a floor or a roof classified as fire resistive or 
modified fire resistive, it must cover the entire element with the sprayed-on mixture. 

Then we have noncombustible or slow burning roofs which include combustible 
assemblies – we’ll define slow burning in a moment – and then we have wood or 
combustible materials not included above. 

Oftentimes, when you go into a building, you'll see lally columns which are interior 
supports for the floors and roof. What part or feature do those play into it? To some 
extent, it depends on the placement of those interior support columns or lallys. If they 
are truly interior supports and you have to go into the building to get to them, they're an 
interior floor or roof support and are rated. They are used as part of the assembly that 
makes up the floor or the roof. 

If they are exterior columns on the outside of the building, on the direct inside of the 
façade, or the outside of the building, they go to the wall classification. Just to repeat – 
interior supports are part of the floor and roof or secondary structural feature. 
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DEVELOPING THE CONSTRUCTION CLASS 
How are the primary and secondary features used to develop the construction class? The 
primary and secondary major structural elements are combined to develop the ultimate 
construction class of the building. The lower the number, the more susceptible or 
combustible ISO considers the building to be. 

In short, the lower the number, the worse the classification. 

ISO has developed six common construction classifications: 

1. Frame 

2. Joisted masonry 

3. Noncombustible 

4. Masonry noncombustible 

5. Modified fire resistive and 

6. Fire resistive. 

Frame, Construction Class 1, is “based on the wall” situation. Frame would be the same 
as combustible. It's a combustible construction. It will more easily burn than a brick or 
concrete or other fire resistive type of construction. 

Joisted masonry, Construction Class 2, are masonry walls with a wood joisted roof which 
gives us masonry walls with a combustible roof. 

Noncombustible, Construction Class 3 – the whole building is considered noncombustible 
or Construction Class 3. That’s not the same as fire resistive. It's just noncombustible, it's 
a metal or a butler-type building which you’ll see a lot in warehouses or in industrial 
parks where the building is all metal. 

Next is masonry noncombustible, Construction Class 4. Masonry talks about the walls. 
The walls are masonry, and the roof is noncombustible including a noncombustible 
assembly built upon gravel or metal decking roof on metal supports. That's a 
noncombustible roof. We have 12-inch brick walls with a noncombustible roof. That is a 
masonry noncombustible building. 

Construction Class 5 is modified fire resistive, and Construction Class 6 is fire resistive. To 
move from one of these classes to another, there are a lot of little pieces and little rules 
that go in it that, quite honestly, you don't need to know as long as you know what they 
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